Accelerate Innovation: Sponsor the GeoParquet San Francisco Community Day

The Cloud-Native Geospatial Foundation is proud to have Wherobots the convening sponsor for our inaugural GeoParquet Community Day, set to take place in San Francisco, CA on January 30, 2024.

Wherobots’ support plays a pivotal role in making this event a reality. Their commitment to advancing geospatial technologies aligns with our vision for the GeoParquet Community Day, and we are grateful for their partnership.

We seek additional sponsors to join Wherobots in making this event as inclusive and impactful as possible. These sponsors will play a crucial role in two key areas: funding travel scholarships for those facing financial barriers and growing the GeoParquet community.

Our sponsorship philosophy has always been rooted in a ‘pay it forward’ approach. Any surplus funds generated from this event will be reinvested to bootstrap future events, ensuring this standard's long-term sustainability and growth. Additional surplus funds from this event will also support early efforts of Radiant Earth’s newly established Cloud-Native Geospatial Foundation. This work will include international webinars, developing educational materials, and organizing in-person events focused on cloud-native geospatial formats.

Join us in shaping the future of geospatial data by becoming a sponsor of the GeoParquet Community Day!

Sponsorship Levels
The following sponsorship levels are available:

**Convening Sponsor** - pledge at least $5,000 to host participants. This sponsorship level includes:
- Receive prominent recognition as a sponsor on the geoparquet.org.
- Everything that is included in the “Gold Sponsorship” level.
**Gold Sponsor** - pledge at least $3,000 to fund travel scholarships for participants. This sponsorship level includes:

- A slot to give a short talk during the morning plenary sessions to promote your organization. This is in addition to a lighting talk slot specific to GeoParquet, not intended for general company promotion.
- Everything that is included in the “Silver Sponsorship” level.

**Silver Sponsor** - pledge at least $1,000 to impact travel scholarships. This sponsorship level includes:

- The organization will be added to the list of sponsors on the [registration page](#) and the [agenda](#).
- Logo included on all material produced.
- Everything that is included in the “Supporter Sponsorship” level.

**Supporter Sponsor** - Supporters pledge at least $500 to foster the growth of the GeoParquet community. Your support will

- A prominent callout on social media.
- Be mentioned in all communications about the event.

To submit as a cash sponsor [please fill out the form](#). If you have any questions before or after submitting, please email [hello@cloudnativegeo.org](mailto:hello@cloudnativegeo.org)